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ABSTRACT
Planetary Gear Trains (PGT) are widely used in many industrial applications from wind
turbines to automobile transmissions due to its high power to weight ratio. Since PGT can be
subjected to faults and prone to failure over time, a non-intrusive method of monitoring the
condition of PGT is required. Vibration-based machine learning algorithms are mostly used in
fault diagnosis and classification in PGT, but due to the epicyclic motion of gears; vibration
signals from one gear can get neutralized or amplified by signals from another gear.
Identification of smaller cracks in the sun gear can be challenging when using vibration-based
fault diagnosis methods due to cancellation effects from the planet pinions. In this paper, the
application chosen was based on the epicyclic drivetrain of a Chevy Volt hybrid car. The main
research goal of this paper is to solve two research gaps; first is determining if extremely small
elliptical cracks the size of 0.02 mm in length can be detected in vibration analysis and second is
determining if sun gear faults neutralized by planetary gear faults can be detected. For that
purpose 4 different health conditions of a planetary gear system were simulated using MSC
ADAMS software. The conditions are a healthy PGT, PGT with a sun crack, PGT with a planet
crack and a PGT with a sun and a planet crack. The joint forces at the exterior ring gear were
extracted and a Blackman function was applied to convert to frequency domain values. Each of
the frequency domain amplitude values was converted to pixel values in a grayscale image and
the generated images were fed into a Convolutional Neural Network to train, validate and test the
datasets. The results indicated that the proposed Grayscale – 2D CNN algorithm has an accuracy
of 100% for the train and validation sets and 92% accuracy for the test set.
Keywords:

Planetary Gears, Fault Diagnosis, Vibration, Grayscale Images, Convolutional

Neural Network
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1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and Problem Description
Planetary gear trains are widely used in many applications ranging from wind turbines,
automobile transmissions to miniature applications such as electric screwdrivers[1, 2]. The
primary advantages of using PGTs are its high power to weight ratio, high transmission ratio and
self-centering capability compared to other types of transmissions [1, 3, 4].

Despite its

advantages and use in a wide array of industrial applications, just like any other type of
transmission, it also has the potential to have faults and prone to failure. Therefore, a nondestructive testing method for condition monitoring of planetary gear systems have become
increasingly important. However, due to the complex design of the PGT relative to other kinds of
transmissions, fault detection has become a challenging task.
Several authors have done experimental research that uses a combination of vibration
extraction and machine learning algorithms to detect faults in planetary gears [4-8]. These
intelligent condition monitoring algorithms have applied vibration separation techniques and
both supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms and have classified conditions of
the gears such as healthy gears, worn/chipped gears and broken tooth gears [7-11]. While
vibration separation is a very common method used to detect anomalies within gear trains, there
are other potential issues that arise by using them in PGTs.
One potential issue faced with vibration separation techniques of PGTs is that smaller
defects such as cracks tend to go potentially undetected [12, 13], potentially due to noise
contamination[14]. Most often, the vibration signals are acquired using vibrations channels at the
gear housing and due to the epicyclic motion of the planet gears, the sun gear vibrations are
typically neutralized or amplified by the planetary vibrations. This can cause the potential faults,
1

especially smaller defects such as cracks, to be hidden during vibration extraction methods. In
Source [12] by Lewicki et al mentions a case of fault detection of military helicopters using
vibration separation methods where planet and ring gear cracks were discernible while sun gears
crack were not. Other fault detection techniques have made progress in extracting and classifying
faults in PGTs using vibration analysis but not all of them were very efficient. Condition
monitoring using vibration-based techniques tend to have issues such as noise contamination,
issues with contact measurement, and high computation costs [14]. A new fault extraction
method that can be added to compensate for vibration extraction’s shortages and can efficiently
detect smaller cracks of transmission systems need to be explored.
Several papers were explored to understand potential non-vibration-based fault extraction
methods. Research has been done on using ultrasound and infrared in detecting defects in
stationary objects [15, 16] such as concrete structures and manufactured parts, and some research
exists on using them on rotating machinery [17]. In this project detecting miniature tooth root
cracks in sun gears shall be accomplished by using vibrations extraction methods, and then a
robust machine learning algorithm shall be used to detect faults.
1.2 Research Objective
The main objective of this thesis research is to design a non-intrusive method of identifying
and classifying faults in planetary gears in cases where the cracks sizes are extremely small, in
the range of 0.01 mm to 0.02 mm. The fault classification task is accomplished by a novel
machine learning algorithm and therefore, a convolutional neural network algorithm was chosen.
This research aims to solve two research gaps and use a novel method of fault classification
not applied to PGT systems before. The first is identifying micro-cracks as small as 0.02 mm in
planetary gear components. The second gap is the ability to identify cracks when two
2

components, the sun and a planet, have microcracks in the same PGT system. The novel method
of fault classification converts vibration data into grayscale images of difference pixel
dimensions and uses a 2-D Convolutional Neural Network algorithm to classify images based on
fault type. While this grayscale image 2-D CNN algorithm has been recently used to classify
bearing faults in fixed axis gear trains [18], no novel research was found regarding its use in PGT
system fault classification and therefore shall be the primary focus of this research. The vibration
data shall be pre-collected before feeding it into the CNN algorithm.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The following points summarize the organization of this thesis report based on literature review,
experiments and results.
1. Introduction – The introduction section described earlier identifies the current problems
facing planetary gear trains and various research gaps and experiments conducted to
identify faults in planetary gears. Then the research objective for this thesis is
summarized.
2. Literature Review – The Literature Review section is divided into two sub sections. The
first section talks about various fracture mechanics models that have been designed to
simulate cracks. Since this thesis focuses on detecting cracks, a proper crack design is
crucial and different crack types are explored. The second section discusses various
machine learning algorithms that are used in non-intrusive fault identification in gear
trains including PGTs.
3. Experimental Method – This section discusses the Chevy Volt drivetrain that was used
a basis for this experiment and briefly outlines how the thesis research will be carried out.
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4. Simulation of Planetary Gear Vibration – This section discusses the CAD model used
for the simulation in MSC ADAMS, joint definitions, input conditions and method of
extracting vibration data. It also discusses the vibration frequency spectra obtained for
each of the 4 health conditions.
5. Image Conversion and Neural Network Model Definition - This section first discusses
the method of converting frequency spectrum data to grayscale images for each of the 4
PGT conditions. Then the training method for the 2-D Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) Algorithm is discussed.
6. Results and Discussion – This section discusses the results and accuracy of the proposed
method and compares it against other machine learning algorithms. Potential new
research gap may be identified.
7. Comparison of Results with Previous Work – Discusses the results and compares the
results of the algorithm with previous fault detection methods.
8. Conclusion – Summary of the thesis research and potential future work identified.
9. References
10. Appendix - Consists of the Python code for vibration to grayscale image conversion

2 - LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Crack Design and Simulation
Designing an accurate crack profile is a crucial task when analyzing vibrations in faulty
gears. Anderson in his book Fracture Mechanics – Fundamentals and Applications [19],
discusses crack profiles and crack propagation methods. The book discusses that fracture
mechanics significantly depends on the material properties where for materials with lower
4

fracture toughness (brittle material) Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), for medium
toughness material non-linear fracture mechanics, and for higher toughness a Limit Load
Analysis is applicable.
When defining a crack using LEFM, several factors need to be considered. First off, there are
two types of cracks; edge cracks and internal cracks [19]. Figure 1(a) shows the profile of an
internal crack with a crack length 2a. As evident from the figure, these types of cracks occur
inside the material with no opening connected to the edge of the material. It is typically modelled
in an elliptical shape. Figure 1(b) shows an edge crack of crack length a. As evident from the
figure, the crack opens up to the edge of the material. Fatigue failure would be much easier for
edge cracks as it is an open crack from one side. They can be modelled as notched opening or
semi-elliptical openings but notched opening create an issue of having infinite stress
concentration at the crack tip.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Crack Profiles (a) Internal Crack (b) Edge Crack[19]
Several literature papers were studied to determine the optimum method for crack simulation.
Elguedj et al discusses a method that uses eXtended Finite Element (X-FEM) to numerically
5

simulate non-planar 3D cracks under transient loading [20]. While most prior literature is
restricted to 2D cases of dynamic crack propagation [21-24], Elguedj’s research team extended
the study to 3D cases. Crack geometry is represented using X-FEM using coupled level sets and
discontinuous enrichment [20]. Two level set functions are used to represent the crack surface
and crack front and is defined by the equation:
Γ(x) ≡ (𝜙t (x) ≤ 0) ∩ (𝜙n(x) = 0)

(1)

𝜙t represents the crack surface and 𝜙n represents the crack front and the intersection of the two
iso-zeros represent the interface function Γ(x). The proposed model for 3D crack study uses
geometric equations that directly compute the dynamic crack behavior without having to rely on
partial differential equations. The algorithm that updates the crack propagation geometry uses a
regular 30 x 30 x 16 hexahedral mesh in a cuboid domain and sets the crack extension Δa equal
to the mesh size during each step. Several crack propagation methods such as helical
propagation, zigzag propagation, V-Shaped propagation and bifurcation curved front are studied
and their level sets show smooth crack propagation behavior. This study ultimately proved to be
an efficient method to study dynamic propagation of 3D cracks using X-FEM method.
Gupta et.al in their research discuss using the XFEM method to simulate fatigue crack
propagation in Compact-Tension (CT) specimens and on welded joints in orthotropic steel deck
(OSD) models in bridges [25]. For the CT specimen, using a LEFM model and Virtual Crack
Closing Technique (VCCT) combined with Paris Law, fatigue crack propagation was studied
using ABAQUS software. A mesh size of 2 mm was used for the specimen, except in the
enriched region which is the crack region where the mesh size was reduced to 0.5 mm. For the
OSD model, a combination of solid and shell elements were used, where solid elements were
used for the area in the vicinity of the crack and shell elements for the remainder of the model.
6

The solid elements were also divided into enrichment and non-enrichment region where 10-node
tetrahedron with quadratic geometric order was used for the enrichment region and 8-node linear
brick was used to model the non-enrichment region. 4-noded shell elements were used for the
shell part. The CT-Specimen numerical analysis was compared with experimental data and came
within 0.03% maximum difference for the slope and 1.48% in the intercept of the power law
equation. A similar trend was observed in the OSD model.
2.2 Fault Detection using Machine Learning
Fault detection of gear systems, including PGTs, have been researched on by several
authors. Many of them have combined vibration separation techniques and machine learning
algorithms to detect faults in Planetary Gear systems. Khazaee et al have experimented on an
intelligent condition monitoring setup for a planetary gearbox which uses a Fast Fourier
Transform and a Least-Square Support Vector Machine Method [7]. In their paper, both training
and test data were used for three data classes namely healthy PGT, ring gear with worn tooth
face and planet gear with worn tooth face. The experiments revealed over 90% accuracy for both
training and test data for fault diagnosis. A paper by Liu et al proposes another fault diagnosis
method for PGTs that uses a hybrid dimension reduction method combining kernel feature
selection and Kernel Fisher Discriminant Analysis [9] to detect pitting damage of planet gears
for 4 levels of pitting (baseline, slight, moderate and severe). Their proposed techniques showed
reduction in computation time for fault diagnosis due to removal of redundant features resulted
by feature selection. Another research paper by Liu et al has experimented on the same 4 planet
gear pitting levels using a linear discriminant analysis and support vector machine method [8]. A
comparison was made with two methods and the results revealed that the proposed method had a
better classification accuracy (99.88%) compared to the weighted k-NN classification accuracy
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(97.6%) and PCA-based SVM classification accuracy of 93.7%. The proposed method also has a
faster CPU time of fault diagnosis compared to the other two compared methods.
Aside from performing artificial experiments, planetary gear train health monitoring has
been applied to actual transmission systems. An integrated framework for on-board fault
diagnosis and failure-prognosis for a helicopter planetary gearbox is discussed by Patrick et al
[10]. Their approach first validates and preprocesses vibration data, denoises the data using blind
deconvolution method and uses feature extraction by a Bayesian Estimation Algorithm to
perform fault diagnosis and predict the remaining useful life of the gearbox component. The
experiments were able to detect a seeded fault crack in the helicopter gearbox test cell. The
algorithm detected cracks with minimum false alarms. Khawaja et al proposed an LS-SVM
unsupervised learning algorithm that used baseline data from a Blackhawk aircraft’s healthy
system [11]. Using the baseline data, it was successfully able to detect a crack on a Blackhawk’s
planetary gear plate by training on its own. The proposed method could be easily used in realtime fault diagnosis [26].
Even though the above vibration-based machine learning techniques have shown to be
effective in fault diagnosis, vibration separation in planetary transmissions still has its own
drawbacks. Due to the sun, planets and ring gears rotating around a common axis, the vibration
signals emitted from one gear can be masked by the vibration signals from another gear. For
instance, due to the rotation of the planets around the sun gear, the signal obtained from the sun
gear can be either neutralized or amplified giving a false diagnosis or neglecting a diagnosis [12,
13]. Experiments on vibration-extraction from PGTs reveal that smaller faults such as cracks on
the sun gears tend to go unnoticed during vibration extraction and appear to almost have
vibration signals of healthy PGTs [12, 13, 27]. Lewicki et al in his research demonstrated that
8

planet gear spalls and tooth cracks were detectible from vibration separation methods, but sun
gear cracks were not discernible[12]. To address the issue of such noise contamination of having
multiple gears rotating a common concentric axis, another fault detection method needs to be
explored that can be added to current vibration extraction methods.
An alternate method that can be used to detect cracks and smaller faults in the gears would
be infrared thermography. Research has been done on infrared thermography (IRT) to detect
faults on stationary and rotating machinery[15, 16], but research on using infrared to detect faults
in Planetary Gear Trains have not been accomplished. In a recent study by Li et al, Infrared
Thermal Images (IRT) were used on a bevel gear transmission system to detect faults and the
images were fed into a Convolution Neural Network (CNN) algorithm [14]. The results of the
proposed IRT-CNN method showed a near 100% accuracy with fault extraction and
classification compared to vibration-based methods. However, for this thesis research, the IRT
method might not be given priority due to the limited penetration ability of IR on the drivetrain
casing.
Mohammed et al discusses an ultrasound condition monitoring method to monitor the
status and potential faults in rotating equipment of a Garri-4 thermal power plant [17]. Using
ultrasound waves feature data from different case studies were analyzed and results of the
machine conditions for each of these cases were obtained. This method showed a very high
accuracy in detecting faults in the thermal power plant’s rotating machinery. However, for this
thesis research, ultrasound option shall be disregarded due to the high cost of ultrasound
equipment.
After extensive research, it was observed that convolutional neural network algorithms
have shown a huge prominence in fault classification in gear train systems, both fixed-axis and
9

planetary gear systems [14, 18, 28-42]. CNN is very effective as it is a deep learning model that
has multiple hidden layers and has many advantages such as high fault tolerance, strong selfadaptability, high self-learning capability, and can transfer features layer by layer [18, 43]. CNN
models are also good at avoiding local minima and have faster computation times [43]. The basic
structure of a CNN is shown in Figure 2[43] and typically consists of a convolution layer,
pooling layer, full connection layer and a classifier layer.

Figure 2: Basic Structure of a Convolutional Neural Network Model [43]
In the convolution layer there are a set of convolutional kernels that are typically convoluted
with an input feature matrix [43]. A convolution feature map is generated as a result which is
normally formed by a nonlinear activation function and bias. The pooling layer is used to reduce
the dimension of the convolution feature map and generates a pooling feature map. Depending
on the problem, pooling computation method can be maximum pooling, average pooling and
random pooling. Maximum pooling takes the maximum value within a pooling window, average
pooling takes the average value within a window and random pooling picks a random value in a
window to generate a reduced-dimension pooling map. The full connection layer converts the
pooling feature map from a two-dimensional feature matrix to a one-dimensional feature vector
for calculation convenience. The classifier layer is the final layer and it has two functions. First,
during the training stage of the CNN, it provides labels of the training data and calculates the
training error. Training error is reduced by adjusting the gradient descent and reverse
10

propagation [43]. Secondly, during the testing stage of the CNN it calculates the output
probability of testing samples. Softmax and logistic Methods are the most common functions
used in the classification layer.
Studies that utilize convolutional neural networks for PGT fault diagnosis shall now be
explored. In a study by Jiang et al, a novel method known as Multiscale Convolutional Neural
Network (MSCNN) that performs feature extraction and classification simultaneously on a wind
turbine gearbox is studied [44]. Traditional methods perform feature extraction and fault
classification separately, and the proposed MSCNN method planned to reduce that into a single
framework. MSCNN incorporates its multiscale learning into a conventional CNN model and
provides two main advantages. First, it uses a hierarchical structure of multiple pairs of
convolution and pooling layers to learn high-level fault features. Secondly, the multiscale portion
of the proposed method can capture rich diagnosis information at different scales. This method
aimed to directly learn fault features from the raw vibration signals and testing on a wind turbine
gearbox test rig proved that MSCNN had performed better than the traditional CNN.
Another CNN-based method is studied by Li et al, which performs a K-Singular Value
Decomposition (K-SVD) technique to enhance the resolution of a time-frequency distribution
data obtained from a planetary gearbox and used a Wigner-Ville Distribution (WVD) algorithm
as a time-frequency transformation algorithm [45]. K-SVD has shown to greatly eliminate noise
which clearly distinguished the fault characteristics and the enhanced WVD improved fault
diagnosis in the classification portion on the CNN model.
In the research study by Sun et al, a dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DTCWT) and a
CNN model is used to acquire a multiscale signal’s feature and automatically recognize fault
features respectively [46]. Figure 3 shows the mechanism of their proposed method. This
11

intelligent fault diagnosis method consist of several layers of DTCWT signals that process the
raw vibration signal and consist of a component matrix of multiscale signal features. The
processed signal then gets fed into a CNN models with layers and a Softmax function is used in
the final fault classification. Due to the use of CNN, no prior knowledge of the data is required
for feature learning. Experimental verification proved that this proposed model improved the
fault classification accuracy of the model.

Figure 3: Schematic Diagram of DTCWT Proposed Method [46]
Wu et al, in their research paper discusses a one-dimensional convolutional neural network
(1-DCNN) to detect faults in rotating machinery [37]. This proposed method planned to solve the
problem of fault diagnosis and classification by applying the 1-DCNN and directly learning
features from the raw vibration signals. The proposed method was validated experimentally
using a PHM (Prognostics and Health Management) 2009 gearbox challenge data and a
planetary gearbox test rig and it was proven that compared to other method the 1-DCNN had a
higher classification accuracy of 99.3% for both experimental cases.
Detection of planet bearing faults in planetary gear trains using CNN has been studied by Zhao et
al in their research [39]. They proposed a synchrosqueezing transform (SST) combined with a
12

deep convolution neural network (DCNN) method. SST and Hilbert transform is used to
calculate the time-frequency representations of the vibration signals and then a DCNN is applied
to it. This technique was known to automatically detect planet bearing fault type without the
need to manually capture fault characteristic frequencies from the spectrum and avoid any false
diagnosis or missed diagnosis. Figure 4 shows the validation data confusion matrix that was
generated in the research and the proposed method showed 98.3% final classification accuracy.

Figure 4: Validation Data Confusion Matrix for SST and DCNN Method [39]
Now that we have explored various CNN-algorithms, let us explore some real world planetary
gear applications which can be used for fault diagnosis in the next section and discuss potential
CNN algorithms that can be applied.
3 - EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
This experiment shall be divided into two parts. The first part shall involve a simulation of
the fault conditions using CAD software and the simulation results shall be fed into an algorithm
that converts signals into grayscale images. The second section shall feed the generated images
into a 2-D Convolutional Neural Network Machine Learning algorithm.
13

The application chosen for our analysis is based on the Electric Hybrid Vehicle PGT
system for a Chevy Volt Automobile using the paper by Li et al [47]. This drivetrain is a singlestage PGT system with one sun gear, one ring gear, and a carrier with 3 planet pinions. The
configuration consists of an engine and a motor driving the ring gear, a second motor driving the
sun gear and the carrier connected to an output shaft driving the wheels through a final drive
ratio as shown in Figure 5. Clutches are placed between the gears that can be engaged or
disengaged as desired.

Figure 5: Chevy Volt PGT Configuration [47]
In this paper’s analysis, the ring gear shall be fixed to the ground, the sun shall act as the
input and the planet carrier shall be the output. Using the Chevy Volts configuration in Figure 5,
an attempt is made to study the PGT performance using the input parameters in the full electric
conditions. That means, the MG2 electric motor shall be driving the input sun gear to achieve an
output at the carrier. MG1 and the engine are disengaged. The final drive ratio is ignored since
we are only interested in health monitoring inside the PGT system.
parameters that shall be used in this study for the motor.
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Table 1 shows the

Table 1: Input Parameters for the Motor MG2
Parameter

Value

Max Speed (rpm)

9500

Max Torque (Nm)

370

Figure 6 shows the mechanism in which fault detection and classification shall be accomplished
for the project. Vibration data from the PGT shall be acquired and the data shall be extracted
using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) as it can isolate individual vibration components. The
amplitude in the frequency domain after the FFT is applied is converted into pixel values that can
be inputted into an image. These pixels values shall be converted to a grayscale image of fixed
dimensions (N x N) and a CNN algorithm shall be used to train and test the data. Since
Convolution Neural Networks (CNN) is a good machine learning algorithm that does image
processing, it was chosen for this project.

Acquire
Vibration
Data

Convert to
Frequency
Spectrum

Healthy
and
Cracked
PGTs

Blackman
Function

Convert FFT
Amplitudes to
Grayscale
Pixels

Export data
and convert
using
Python Code

Train
Grayscale
Images
using 2DCNN

Generate
Square
Grayscale
Images

Figure 6: Flowchart of Fault Extraction and Classification Process
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CNN

4 - SIMULATION OF PLANETARY GEAR VIBRATIONS
The paper by Boonya-ananta shall be used as a basis to carry out the simulation for this
project [48]. The paper carries out a similar experiment to what this thesis paper carries out. It
uses a multi-stage wind turbine epicyclic gearbox and performs a vibration analysis using
ADAMS software. Vibration is studied on two cases of a PGT system; a fully healthy gear
system and a gear system with a 5mm tooth root crack on the sun gear (25% of root thickness).
In each case, the contact force between the sun-planet gear mesh is studied and Fast Fourier
Transform is applied to each case. The results indicated that the presence of a defect seemed to
affect the magnitude of the FFT peaks and also high amplitude of sideband frequencies
appearing in the model with the defect with a 357% and 2530% change to the two sideband
frequencies.
For this thesis research, a similar approach is followed for the simulation but instead of 5mm
cracks, micro cracks in the sun gear would be studied. The crack size is 0.02 mm. The main
reason for choosing to study cracks in the micrometer range is because they have a potential to
form unnoticed at a such a small size due to cyclic loading, stress corrosion cracking, thermosmechanical stress and UV exposure and can propagate and cause catastrophic failure [49, 50].
Such microcracks have also shown to cause a mechanism called capacity fading in Lithium Ion
batteries in electric vehicles which undermine the mechanical integrity of cathode particles after
causing structural damage [50]. This motivates us to study microcracks in this research. Boonyaananta’s paper also has no discussion on fault classification using a machine learning algorithm,
and therefore a Convolutional Neural Network Algorithm shall be applied to the fault
classification method as discussed earlier in the paper [48].
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To study vibration effects in planetary gear trains, an online CAD model that was used in an
automotive

application

was

imported

into

MSC

ADAMS

software

found

at

https://grabcad.com/library/planetary-gear--8. In this CAD model there are 3 planet pinions, a
sun gear, a ring gear, a carrier and a shaft connected to the sun gear as shown in Figure 7. Since
most gears are made from cast iron it was decided to apply that material to each of the
components of the PGT. Figure 7 shows the PGT model in MSC ADAMS.

Figure 7: Planetary Gear Model in MSC ADAMS
MSC ADAMS has materials predefined in the software and cast iron selected in this case which
has the following material properties; Density: 7.08 e -6 kg/mm3, Young’s Modulus: 1 e5 N/m2,
Poisson’s ratio: 0.211
To determine the effects of micro-cracks on vibration, a proper design of the crack profile is
required. The paper by Riemer et. al. was used as a basis to design the crack profile for the tooth
root cracks in the model [51] . Pippan and Hohenwarter also discusses a similar crack profile in
their paper [52]. While vibration effects of incipient cracks of over 1mm have been studied, not
much research exists on cracks that are smaller in the range of one hundredth of a millimeter. For
this reason, an elliptical tooth root crack of 0.02mm in length and 0.01mm crack tip opening
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width were chosen for the CAD model faults. To detect cracks from the planetary gear trains,
MSC ADAMS software was used to perform a vibration analysis for different health conditions.
All the cracks were first designed using SolidWorks software and imported into ADAMS for
vibration analysis. Since the goal is to determine how easy it is to identify cracks in the sun gear
due to the rotation of the carrier, 4 different conditions were considered for the PGT, which are:
1. Healthy condition with no cracks
2. Sun gear with 0.02mm elliptical crack
3. Planet pinion with 0.02mm elliptical crack
4. Both Sun and Planet with 0.02mm elliptical cracks
4.1 Joint Definition
For the single-stage planetary gear system modelled in MSC ADAMS, it is critical to
define joints and constraints. Table 2 describes the joints created in ADAMS for each of the
components. Figure 8 illustrates the joint definition of the PGT model.
Table 2: Definition of Joints and Constraints in MSC ADAMS
Joint Type

Body 1

Body 2

Location

Fixed

Ring

Ground

Ring Circumference

Revolute

Carrier

Sun

Sun Center

Planet 1

Carrier

Carrier Pin Axis 1

Planet 2

Carrier

Carrier Pin Axis 2

Planet 3

Carrier

Carrier Pin Axis 3

Sun

Ground

Sun Shaft Edge
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Figure 8: Isometric and Front View of Joint Definition

In this arrangement, the input motion is applied to the sun shaft and the carrier shaft shall be the
output. The ring gear is fixed and does not rotate. To determine the dynamic behavior of the
PGT, the fixed joint between the ring and the ground shall be used for our analysis and to
simulate a real world scenario, the magnitude of the force at this joint shall be measured.
For each of the PGT health conditions, certain input conditions on MSC Adams were
applied as shown in Table 3. The simulation time was chosen as 1 second.
Table 3: MSC Adams Input Conditions
Criteria

Value

Input Speed

57000 degrees per second

Simulation Time

1 second

Input

Sun Gear (Through the shaft)

Output

Planet Carrier
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Table 3 (continued)
Locked Gear

Ring Gear

Vibration Extraction Point

Ring Gear

Vibration Axis of Data Extraction

Magnitude of x,y,z axes

Axis of Rotation

Z-Axis

4.2 Contact Stiffness Definition
One import parameter that needs to be selected is the contact between the pair of meshing
gears. In the PGT model, there are 3 sun-planet pairs, and 3 ring-planet pairs. Values in source
[53] were used to define the contact stiffness values between each sun-planet and ring-planet
pair. Table 4 highlights the stiffness and damping values used for each sun and ring planet pair in
MSC ADAMS.
Table 4: Stiffness and Damping Values for Meshing Gears
Parameter

Sun-Planet Pair

Ring-Planet Pair

Stiffness

4.71 x 105 N/mm

9.28 x 105 N/mm

Damping

86.62 Ns/mm

157.59 Ns/mm

4.3 Verification of Planetary Gear Train Dynamic Behavior
The planetary gear train mechanism for the full-electric condition of the Chevy Volt
consists of a sun gear, 3 planet pinions, a carrier and a ring gear. Table 5 highlights the number
of teeth for each gear
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Table 5: Teeth Parameters of the Gears
Gear

Number of Teeth

Sun

30

Planet

15

Ring

60

To verify the input and output speeds of the gear system a set of equations need to be derived. As
described by Budynas and Nisbett [54], a parameter known as the train value (e) shall be used to
verify the individual gear speeds and is governed by the following equation:
𝒆=

𝒏𝑳 − 𝒏𝑨
𝒏𝑭 − 𝒏𝑨

(2)

In the equation, 𝑛𝐿 is the RPM of the last gear, 𝑛𝐹 is the RPM of the first gear and 𝑛𝐴 is the RPM
of the carrier. The train value e can also be calculated using the number of teeth for each gear.
In this model, the sun gear is the input and the planetary carrier is the output with the ring
gear being the fixed gear with no motion. Using a standard value of 9500 RPM (57,000
degrees/second) for the sun gear input (the 𝑛𝐹 value) [47], and the 𝑛𝐿 value being the fixed ring
gear of 0 RPM, the carrier output of 𝑛𝐴 can be calculated. For 9500 RPM of sun gear input, the
carrier output was calculated as 3166.667 RPM or 19,000 degrees per second. An ADAMS
simulation was run on the CAD model for verification purposes and the output value for the
carrier was shown to be closer to 19,000 degrees/sec as evident from the plot of Angular
Velocity vs Time shown in Figure 9. The Analysis was done for one complete revolution of the
output carrier, which happens in a time period of 0.000315 seconds.
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Figure 9: Plot of Angular Velocity vs Time for Sun and Carrier
4.4 Gear Mesh Frequency Calculation
4.4.1 General Mesh Frequencies for all healthy and faulty cases
The gear meshing frequency (fm) is required to perform a vibration analysis and obtain the
required peaks. Since we are analyzing the vibrations through the ring gear, the meshing
frequency between the planet-ring pair shall be the focus. The equation to calculate the gear
mesh frequency [27, 55] is:
𝒇𝒎 = 𝑵𝒓 𝒇𝒄

(3)

Nr is the number of teeth of the ring gear, which is 60, and fc is the rotational frequency of the
output carrier shaft, which is 52.78 Hz when converting 19,000 degrees per sec to Hertz. Using
Equation (1), the gear meshing frequency is 3167 Hz. Theoretically, at the gear meshing
frequency and multiples of gear mesh frequency, peaks should appear for the contact force
measurement at the ring-planet interface [56]. Sidebands would similarly appear at locations of
𝑓𝑚 ± n𝑓𝑐 for the healthy PGT [55], where n = 1, 2, 3,…, n and sideband spacing equal to carrier
arm rotation frequency.
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4.4.2 Calculation of Gear Defect Frequencies
When localized faults exist in internal gears of the epicyclic gear train, peaks appear in the
frequency spectrum corresponding to the gear in which the fault appears in [57]. For instance, a
sun gear local fault would give a peak at frequency 𝑓𝑠 defined by:
𝒇

𝒇𝒔 = 𝐍 𝑵𝒎

(4)

𝒔

N is the number of planet pinions, Ns is the number of teeth in the sun gear in the above
equation. For our model, a crack on the sun gear would yield a peak at frequency 𝑓𝑠 of 316.7 Hz
since N equals 3 and Ns equals 30. Peaks would also appear in planet multiples of this value.
For a planet pinion with a localized fault, a corresponding peak should appear at frequency
𝑓𝑝 defined by:
𝒇𝒑 =

𝒇𝒎

(5)

𝑵𝒑

In the above equation, Np is the number of teeth in the planet gear which is 15. Substituting
values in the above equation, fp equals 211.13 Hz.
In the case of the cracked sun gear, sidebands would appear on the frequency spectrum at
locations rfm ± k/N*fcrack where fcrack =Nfm/Zs is the characteristic frequency of the cracked sun
gear [55, 56]. The next section defines the crack profile for the 0.02mm tooth root microcrack
and this crack would be the reason for the appearance of sidebands at rfm±k/Nfcrack. Note r and k
are integers.
4.5 Crack Definition
The crack profile was design on the tooth root of the sun gear for one of the gear teeth.
Figure 10 shows the definition of the crack profile. A semi-elliptical crack with a crack length ‘a’
of 0.02mm was designed using SolidWorks as shown.
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Figure 10: 0.02 mm Elliptical Crack Design on Sun Gear Tooth Root
SolidWorks software was used to design a crack of length 0.02mm as shown in Figure 10. The
crack length is the length from the edge of the gear tooth to the center circumference of the arc
and the arc is the crack tip.
In the next sections, the vibration data from the MSC ADAMS simulation shall be analyzed.

4.6 Vibration Data from Simulation
Since vibration data consists of unwanted noise, it is crucial to apply a noise removal
method. A wavelet denoising function was applied using MATLAB software to highlight the
important mesh frequencies and possible sidebands while smoothing out noise [58]. The
following format was used to denoise the vibration signal, where y is the denoised signal:
𝒚 = 𝒘𝒅𝒆𝒏(𝒚𝒏, 𝑻𝑷𝑻𝑹, 𝑺𝑶𝑹𝑯, 𝑺𝑪𝑨𝑳, 𝑵,′ 𝒘𝒏𝒂𝒎𝒆′ )
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(6)

In the above above, wden is the MATLAB’s built in denoise function, yn is the noisy signal,
TPTR is the threshold estimation method, SORH means soft or hard thresholding, SCAL is
multiplicative threshold rescaling of wavelet coefficients, N is the number of decomposition
levels, and ‘wname’ is the name of wavelets [58].
For the simulation data, hard thresholding was applied since it has the capability to
expand the distinguishable frequency peaks and smooth out the noise [58]. Sections 4.61 – 4.6.4
consists of the frequency spectrum plots for the noisy and denoised signal for the 4 health
conditions of the epicyclic gear train for the full input speed of 9500 RPM. Sections 4.6.5 – 4.6.8
consists of the spectrum for 10% of the input speed, Sections 4.6.9 – 4.6.12 consists of the
spectrum plots for 50% of the input speed.
4.6.1 Healthy Planetary Gear

For the healthy planetary gear train, the magnitude of joint force was measured for a time
interval of 1 second. The MSC ADAMS data were exported into MATLAB for plot generation.
Figure 11 shows the frequency domain plots for a raw vibration signal and the denoised vibration
signal. Figure 11(Top) has noisy data in the frequency spectrum but in Figure 11(Bottom), the
frequency domain shows has noise removed using MATLAB wavelet denoising and several
peaks at the key meshing frequencies are visible. The denoised peaks correspond to the meshing
frequencies at 3167Hz, 6333 Hz respectively with 9500 Hz peak and most of the noise being
removed.
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Figure 11: Raw Frequency Spectrum Vibration Signal of Fixed-Ring Joint Force for Healthy
PGT (Top) Denoised Frequency Spectrum Vibration Signal of Fixed-Ring Joint Force for
Healthy PGT (Bottom)
4.6.2 Sun gear with 0.02mm semi-elliptical crack

As evident from Figure 12, the noisy plot appears to distort the meshing frequencies of
the ring planet pairs. Observing the denoised plot, 7 peaks are present which corresponds to 6
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peaks of equal length and one taller peak. The first peak in the denoised is at 1585 Hz
corresponding to the 5th multiple of the sun gear meshing frequency the 3rd and 4th peaks
coincide with the ring-planet meshing frequencies.

Figure 12: Raw Frequency Spectrum Vibration Signal of Fixed-Ring Joint Force for Cracked
Sun PGT (Top) Denoised Frequency Spectrum Vibration Signal of Fixed-Ring Joint Force for
Cracked Sun PGT (Bottom)
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4.6.3 Planet gear with 0.02mm Elliptical Crack

Figure 13: Raw Frequency Spectrum Vibration Signal of Fixed-Ring Joint Force for Cracked
Planet PGT (Top), Denoised Frequency Spectrum Vibration Signal of Fixed-Ring Joint Force for
Cracked Planet PGT (Bottom)
As evident from Figure 13, the noisy plot appears to show 3167 Hz and 9500 Hz meshing
frequencies of the ring planet pairs but not the 2 x fm of 6333Hz. In the denoised signal the main
peak of 3167 Hz seem to be present along with two smaller peaks. The 2nd peak’s value
corresponds with the 10th multiple of the meshing frequency of the planet fault (10 x 212 Hz).
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4.6.4 Both sun and planet with 0.02mm Elliptical Crack
As evident from Figure 14, the meshing frequencies seem to be distorted the most. In the
denoised signal several peaks seems to appear below 2000 Hz. The wavelet transform in
MATLAB did not smooth out the signals more than what is shown in Figure 14 (bottom). A
careful observation and comparison with equations show that the first peak corresponds to the 2nd
meshing frequency of the planet pinion (2 x 211 Hz) and the second peak corresponds to 1585
Hz for the 5th multiple of the sun’s meshing frequency.
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Figure 14: Raw Frequency Spectrum Vibration Signal of Fixed-Ring Joint Force for Cracked
Sun and Planet PGT (Top), Denoised Frequency Spectrum Vibration Signal of Fixed-Ring Joint
Force for Cracked Sun and Planet PGT (Bottom)

4.6.5 Healthy PGT - 10% Input Speed

Figure 15: Noisy and Denoised Frequency Spectrum for Healthy - 10% Speed
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In Figure 15 while in the noisy signal, the 317 Hz and 1266 Hz, which are the 1st and 4th
multiple of the meshing frequency of the ring planet pair, are visible, when a denoising filter is
applied, the 951 Hz becomes the clearest peak on the spectrum with the 634 Hz and 1268 Hz
becoming the other two clear peaks.
4.6.6 Cracked Sun PGT - 10% Input Speed

Figure 16: Noisy and Denoised Frequency Spectrum for Cracked Sun - 10% Speed
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In Figure 16 the meshing frequency peaks appear at 316 Hz initially in the denoised
sample but most of the sun gear meshing peaks appear to be distorted. Slower speeds tend to
make it difficult to obtain a clear peak but the data shall be used regardless to train the machine
learning algorithm.
4.6.7 Cracked Planet PGT - 10% Input Speed
For the cracked planet, as shown in Figure 17, no clear data other than a curvy distortion
is observed for the planet pinion crack. The peaks should technically occur at 22 Hz or multiples
of it. Nevertheless, this shall be used for the training set.

Figure 17: Noisy and Denoised Frequency Spectrum for Cracked Planet - 10% Speed
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4.6.8 Dual Crack PGT – 10% Input Speed

Figure 18: Noisy and Denoised Frequency Spectrum for Dual Crack - 10% Speed

On Figure 18 while the meshing frequencies of the ring gear with the planets is shown,
the fault frequencies seems to provide a curvy graph for the slower speeds much like the above
two cases.
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4.6.9 Healthy PGT – 50% Input Speed
Figure 19 shows the meshing frequency plots for the healthy PGT set and the peaks for
the denoised signal correspond to the values of the meshing frequencies multiples of 1, 2 and 4
with some additional sidebands.

Figure 19: Noisy and Denoised Frequency Spectrum for Healthy - 50% Speed
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4.6.10 Cracked Sun PGT – 50% Input Speed

Figure 20: Noisy and Denoised Frequency Spectrum for Cracked Sun - 50% Speed

Figure 20 shows the meshing frequency plots for the cracked sun PGT set and the peaks
for the denoised signal shows a meshing frequency value at the 1st meshing frequency and also
the 6th sideband for the sun gear fault.
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4.6.11 Cracked Planet PGT – 50% Input Speed

Figure 21: Noisy and Denoised Frequency Spectrum for Cracked Planet - 50% Speed

From Figure 21 plot for the denoised signal, it appears that the meshing frequency of
1585 Hz is the first peak while the 2nd shorter peak corresponds to a value that coincides with the
20th multiple of the planet fault (2120 Hz).
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4.6.12 Dual Crack PGT – 50% Input Speed
Figure 22 shows the plots for the dual crack. The denoised signal shows the meshing
peak at 1585 Hz (the 1st meshing frequency) and additionally fault frequencies at 636 Hz for the
planet crack’s 6th multiple and sun crack’s 792 Hz meshing at the 5th multiple.

Figure 22: Noisy and Denoised Frequency Spectrum for Dual Crack - 50% Speed
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5 – IMAGE CONVERSION AND NEURAL NETWORK MODEL DEFINITION
Processing the vibration signals in the frequency spectrum requires a state-of-the-art
algorithm. For processing vibration signals in the time and frequency domains, a convolutional
neural network (CNN) algorithm is fairly common [28, 59, 60] and therefore shall be explored in
this research. To process vibration signals One-Dimensional CNNs [28] as well as twodimensional CNNs [59] have been utilized in several experiments.
A recent study by Hoang and Kang [18] classified bearing faults by converting time-domain
vibration signals into a 2-D grayscale images [61] that can be trained using a 2-D CNN network.
The conversion from the 1-D vibration signal to a 2-D grayscale image works by converting the
amplitude of vibration for each sample in the time-domain into a corresponding pixel value in
the 2-D image [29, 61, 62]. Different faults give different pixel intensities in the image and their
proposed model gave a 100% classification accuracy of bearing fault classification using the
CNN algorithm. The grayscale vibration image classification using CNNs is a novel method of
fault classification and so far it has been used to classify faults such as bearing faults [18, 61]. In
this research we shall apply the same CNN-image classification method to planetary gear train
microcrack detection and test its accuracy.
5.1 Vibration to Grayscale Image Conversion
The process for generating grayscale images using Python is illustrated in Figure 23.
First, the vibration data from the MSC ADAMS simulation is saved into a text file, and
MATLAB denoising filter is used to remove any noise present in the plots. Then a Python code
is used to convert the denoised plot to grayscale images and the process is repeated for at least
5600 simulations for the training set, 1200 each for test and validation. Finally the generated
images are saved in a dataset to be used by the CNN algorithm.
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Figure 23: Vibration Spectrum to Grayscale Image Conversion Process

3167 Hz

6333 Hz

12667 Hz

Figure 24: Grayscale image of Healthy PGT Ring Gear Vibrations
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3167 Hz

1585 Hz (Sun Crack)

6333 Hz

Figure 25: Grayscale image of Cracked Sun PGT Ring Gear Vibrations

2120 Hz
(Planet Crack)

3167 Hz

Figure 26: Grayscale image of Cracked Planet PGT Ring Gear Vibrations
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424 Hz
(Planet Crack)

1585 Hz (Sun Crack)

Figure 27: Grayscale image of Multi-crack PGT Ring Gear Vibrations
Each FFT frequency domain plot in the simulation for healthy and the 3 microcracks
conditions shall be converted to a 2-D grayscale image of dimensions 110 x 110 by converting
the ring gear fixed joint force amplitude values to corresponding pixel values on the image.
Python software in Google Colab and Tensorflow library was used as our programming software
for this image conversion process. Figure 24 shows an example converted grayscale image of the
healthy PGT vibrations. As evident from Figure 24, there are two distinct lines on the image,
which correspond to the multiples of the gear mesh frequencies between the ring-planet pairs at
3167 Hz, 6333 Hz and another small dot at 12667 Hz. A series of similar images shall be later
used in the 2-D CNN algorithm to train the healthy PGT model. Figure 25 shows the grayscale
image of the cracked sun and as evident from the graph a continuous black and white line in the
image corresponds to the sun fault frequency 5th multiple at 1585 Hz. Figure 26 has a line and
some eye-shaped dot where the line is corresponding to the ring meshing frequency and the eye
dot corresponds to the planet crack, the 10th multiple. In Figure 27 when there is both a sun and
planet crack, the 1585 Hz sun crack fault was shown on the image much like the sun only fault.
In this case however, the planet fault was evident at 424 Hz, the 2nd multiple of the planet fault
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frequency. For convenience, the images were made square and for the frequency range, a value
that is a square number was chosen without omitting any significant frequency plot details. In
this case, for instance, the frequency range was chosen as 0 to 12100 Hz, which conveniently
allowed a generation of a square image of pixel intensity 110 x 110.
As mentioned earlier, the vibration data from the frequency spectrum in MSC ADAMS was
saved to a text file and an online Google Colab version of Python Code was used to extract data
from the file and populate an array after denoising. The line of code showed in Appendix
converts each amplitude value in the frequency spectrum to a value in grayscale domain. Lower
amplitudes resemble a dark color closer to black and higher amplitudes resemble a lighter color
closer to white in the grayscale domain. Since it’s easier to reshape the array values into a square
block of data, the nearest square number of the frequency range that covers all the essential
amplitude values of the PGT system were selected and the N dimension of the N x N grayscale
image was the square root of that frequency. In Figure 24, Figure 25, Figure 26 and Figure 27 the
frequency range was until 12100 Hz and the N is 110. The image resolution is 110 x 110.
5.2 Training, Validation and Test Sets
The image set generated using the python code now shall be divided into 3 separate sets.
Approximately 70% of the dataset collected shall be used as the training set, 15% shall be used
as the validation set to tune hyper parameters and another 15% as a test set for an unbiased
evaluation. The images contained in the final test set shall include data mixed with multiple
cracks per gear along with the usual one crack per gear described in Section 4.
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The training set consists of a set of images for each health conditions for multiple runs.
Figure 28 shows an example of a set of images for the healthy PGT condition. See Appendix for
the vibration to grayscale image conversion code in Python.

Figure 28: Example Set of First 20 Images of the Training Set
The training set consists of 1400 images for each of the speeds discussed in Section 4. Then
a validation set will consists of 300 images (1200 total for 4 outputs) for hyper parameter tuning.
Finally, the test set will consist of a new set of images for the same speed conditions but instead
of one crack per gear, there will be several cracks per gear.
Figure 29 illustrates the dataset structure for the training and validation sets where PGT
Condition N = Healthy, Cracked Sun, Cracked Planet, Dual Cracks. Finally a separate test set of
300 images with multiple cracks for each gear at condition N shall be used to test for the
unbiased evaluation.
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Dataset for PGT
Condition N

Validation Set:
300 Images

Training Set: 1400
Images

Figure 29: Dataset for Individual PGT Conditions

The dataset properties of each of the training, validation and test sets are described in
Table 6. While 3 speed conditions were studied, some images were of single cracks and other
images were of multiple cracks for both the training and the validation sets.
Table 6: Dataset Properties for Training, Validation and Test Set
Dataset

Image Properties

Percentages of Images

Training Set

Maximum Input Speed

Frequency Range 1 16.67%
Frequency Range 2 16.67%

50% Input Speed

Frequency Range 1 16.67%
Frequency Range 2 16.67%

10% Input Speed

Frequency Range 1 16.67%
Frequency Range 2 16.67%

Validation Set

Maximum Input Speed

Frequency Range 1 16.67%
Frequency Range 2 16.67%

50% Input Speed

Frequency Range 1 16.67%
Frequency Range 2 16.67%

10% Input Speed

Frequency Range 1 16.67%
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Table 6 (continued)
Frequency Range 2 16.67%
Test Set

3 cracks per gear per faulty condition

50%

One crack per gear per faulty condition

50%

The two frequency ranges describes in Table 6 is basically selected a different range for
the grayscale image. While maintaining the 110 x 110 dimensions, the frequency range in the
first image sample would be from 0 – 121000 Hz and the second sample would be from 200 –
121200 Hz. Figure 30 shows the examples of the frequency range extracted for range 1 and
range 2.

Figure 30: Grayscale Image Frequency Range 1 (Left), Frequency Range 2 (Right)

5.3 Selection of Activation Function
Artificial Neural Networks’ (ANN) functioning mechanism is inspired by the human brain’s
neuron network where an electrical signal enters one neuron as an input and leaves as an output
signal for the next neuron’s input signal [63]. These ANNs have several activation functions that
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determine the method of data flow between input and output neurons in the neural network [63].
In an artificial neural network the accuracy of the outputs is dependent on the number of layers
used and the type of activation function selected. Literature review on the number of layers to
use in an ANN or the type of activation function to use is scarce. In the subsequent paragraphs
several types of activation functions and their performances are explored.
Activation functions can be both linear and non-linear [63], but non-linear activation
functions are preferred over linear function due to the ability of the non-linear functions to learn
and adapt to erroneous data. The following are several types of activation functions in use.
Binary Step Function
This is the simplest activation function that works on the threshold based classifier method.
For instance, the neuron gets activated if the input to the activation function is greater than the
threshold value or else the neuron get deactivated [63]. It can be mathematically defined as:

f(x) = 1; x >=0

(7)

f(x) = 0; x < 0
The binary step function also has a zero gradient.
Linear Activation Function
This function has a direct proportionality relationship with the input. Unlike binary
activation functions, linear activation functions have a gradient and are define by [63]:
f(x) = ax

(8)
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The gradient is ‘a’ and linear functions are not very useful because the error will not improve due
to the same gradient value for each iteration.
Sigmoid
Sigmoid is the most widely used non-linear activation function [63]. It is a smooth sshaped continuously differentiable function that normalizes the values between 0 and 1. It is
defined by:
f(x) = 1/e-x

(9)

f’(x) = 1 - sigmoid(x)
Nevertheless, the sigmoid function is not symmetric about 0, and the signs of all output values
will be the same.
Tanh Function
This is a hyperbolic tangent function which is similar to the sigmoid function but its
symmetric around the origin [63]. Tanh function is defined by:
f(x) = 2sigmoid(2x) – 1

(10)

Tanh function values lie in the range of -1 to 1 and has a steeper gradient compared to sigmoid
function. The Hyperbolic Tanh function is favored over sigmoid due to having gradients that are
free to change direction and its zero-centeredness over sigmoid.
ReLU Function
ReLU, which stands for Rectified Linear Unit, is a widely used non-linear activation
function [63, 64]. The main advantage of the ReLU function is that it does not activate all
neurons at the same time. Only a certain number of neurons are activated at a given time and a
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neuron will be deactivated only when the output of the linear transformation is zero [63, 65]. It is
defined as:
f(x) = max(0,x)

(11)

Leaky ReLU Function
This is a modified ReLU function in which the negative values of x are defined as
extremely small linear x components rather than zero [63]. Leaky ReLU is defined as:
f(x) = 0.01x; x < 0

(12)

f(x) = x; x >= 0
Parametrized ReLU
Parametrized ReLU is another variant of the ReLU function which resolves the issue of
ReLU gradient becoming zero for negative values of x by introducing a gradient parameter ‘a’ in
the negative region [63]. It is governed by equation:
f(x) = x; x >= 0

(13)

f(x) = ax; x < 0
Softmax Activation Function
The Softmax function is defined using a combination of multiple sigmoid functions and
due to sigmoid functions returning values in the range 0 to 1, these can be treated as probabilities
where a function for every data point of each class returns the probability which adds up to 1 [63,
66, 67]. Softmax function is defined by:
𝝈(𝒁)𝒋 =

𝒁
𝒆 𝒋
𝒁𝒌
∑𝑲
𝒌=𝟏 𝒆

𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝒋 = 𝟏, … . , 𝑲.
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(14)

Softmax functions can be used in multi-class classification problems [63]. When
designing a neural network model for multi-class problems, the output layer of the neural
network will have the same number of neurons as the number of classes.
Since we are dealing with a multi-class problem, which are 4 output classes of healthy
gear, cracked sun gear, cracked planet gear and dual-cracked gears, Softmax functions shall be
utilized in the 2-D CNN image classification algorithm along with some ReLU functions.
5.4 Neural Network Structure
For the neural network model for the fault classification on PGT conditions, a CNN
model similar to the structure shown in Figure 2 was created. Figure 31 illustrates the structure
of the 2-D CNN model. As evident from Figure 31, 4 convolution and 4 max pooling layers
were chosen between the input data and the output classification layer. The summing junction in
the images between Max Pool Layer 1 and Convolution Layer 4 indicates the existence of layers
2 and 3. The max pooling function selects the maximum value from a set of numbers in a kernel
window. Max pooling was chosen over average pooling due to its ability to detect sharp edges
over average pooling. A ReLU function was applied to each of the 4 convolution and max pool
layers due to its ability to activate and deactivate several neurons based on its output [63]. For
the weights, a back propagation algorithm was used as the training method. For the output
classification layer, 4 output neurons were used for the 4 health conditions. A softmax function
was used in this layer.
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Figure 31: 2-D CNN Model Structure

6 - RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 7 shows the accuracy of each of the training set, validation set and test sets.
Training set consisted of 5600 total images and yielded a 100% training accuracy after 20
iterations. The diversity of the training set was that it had vibration images of different speeds,
different crack numbers, and different frequency ranges for an image. A similar approach was
taken for the validation set but with 1200 total images and it also yielded 100% validation
accuracy.
For the test set, a completely new image set of 1200 total images was used. In the test set
a fixed number of cracks were added to the model to check how accurately the 2D CNN
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algorithm can classify cracks based on little to no prior training data. For the sun gear cracks, 3
cracks were introduced in the sun gear of another model and that dataset was mixed with the sun
gear with one crack with a ratio of 1:1. For the planet only cracks, 3 cracks were placed on each
of the 3 planet pinions and mixed with the dataset with only one planet pinion crack with the
same ratio. For the dual cracks, several cracks were introduced in the sun and planet gears and
mixed with the single crack dataset with 1:1 ratio.

Table 7: 2-D CNN Algorithm Classification Accuracy Results
Dataset
Training Set
Validation Set
Test Set

Accuracy
100%
100%
92%

The training set and validation set eventually reached 100% training and validation
accuracy. The new test set with some new data eventually reached 92% accuracy.

7 – COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH PREVIOUS WORK
7.1 Why microcrack of 20 µm in length was chosen?
The motivation for this experiment was that study of extremely small cracks in the ranges
of 0.01 mm to 0.02 mm was not studied in planetary gears. Yet, studies have shown that cracks
that are in the micrometer ranges can begin to go unnoticed, propagate and eventually cause
catastrophic failure due to fatigue stress, corrosion and several other factors [49, 50]. This issue
combined with the difficulty in planetary gear fault detection due to its non-stationary
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components became the motivation of this study. The machine learning algorithms used in
previous literature review are compared with this study’s results in the next section.
7.2 2-D CNN Algorithm Comparison with Previous Fault Detection Methods
The proposed grayscale-image 2D CNN algorithm was compared against all other kinds
of algorithms. Table8 highlights this CNN algorithm against other non-destructive fault detecting
algorithms used in planetary gear fault classification [6-10, 12-14, 18]. Since detection of cracks
in the micrometer range in planetary gears has not been performed any known studies, a new
vibration image method was utilized to study such cracks and classified images using 2-D CNN.
According to Table8, just like other algorithms, this methods falls within the typical
classification range of many recent fault classification methods, which are above 90%.
Table 8: Comparison of Different PGT Fault Detection Methods
PGT Fault Classification Method

Classification Accuracy

Grayscale – 2D CNN Method

92%

Linear Discriminant Analysis – SVM Method

99.88%

Weighted kNN Method

97.6%

PCA-based SVM Method

93.7%

FFT- Least Square SVM Method

> 90%

IRT-CNN Method

~100%

VI-CNN Model

97.74%

1D - CNN Method

99.3%

The proposed Grayscale – 2D CNN Method showed 100% classification accuracy for
both training and validation data and a 92% for the test set. LDA-SVM method, weighted kNN
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Method, PCA-SVM method and FFT-Least Square SVM method showed over 90% accuracy,
but their fault types varied from larger cracks in the ranges of 1 – 5mm, or other defects such as
bearing faults and pitting damage.
The proposed method is less complicated and has fewer steps because all that needs to be
done is converting the vibration signals to FFT, denoising using a MATLAB wavelet transform
function and converting the data from the denoised signal to a square grayscale image to be used
as input to the 2D CNN image classification algorithm. In a nutshell, data acquisition step is
simplified where the MSC ADAMS software converts the data into the frequency domain using
a built-in Blackman window Fast Fourier Transform Method and any additional noise can be
cleaned by a MATLAB wavelet denoising function to enrich the signal making the feature
extraction step easier. A few lines of code in Python is used to convert the clean signal to the
grayscale image which would clearly show the frequency bands in the form of grayscale pixels
of varying intensities. The other methods discussed in Table8 had more number of steps in the
feature extraction and feature selection process of fault diagnosis compared to this method
making them more complicated to learn and time consuming.
The IRT-CNN method also classified PGT faults with a near 100% accuracy but the
paper [14] only used infrared and since there is no known method to simulate IR using computer
software and IR has penetration issues of gearboxes in the real world, the proposed method in
this paper is better suited using vibration images.
Despite the importance of detecting microcracks at an early stage, only a limited number
of studies have been done on detecting microcrack sizes in rotating machinery [68-70]. Some of
these microcrack detection methods attempted Acoustic Emission, Kurtosis and Root Mean
Square Methods to detect microcracks but not much information exists on machine learning to
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detect fatigue microcracks. The closest reasonable comparison that can be made to microcrack
identification is gear pitting and gear wear identification using machine learning methods
described in Table8 such as the PCA-based SVM Method and FFT-Least Squares SVM Method,
which had a 93.7% and over 90% accuracy respectively. Since this grayscale image method is
simplified and can identify a new dataset with up to 92% accuracy with little prior information,
this is a good algorithm that can be developed into other applications.
As discussed earlier during the literature review, this study was based on a Vibration
Image-Based Convolutional Neural Network (VI-CNN) algorithm [18]. The study discusses
time-domain, frequency-domain and time-frequency domain signals converted from vibration to
grayscale images that were used to diagnose bearing faults in rotating machinery. VibrationImage method of signal conversion is a fairly recent idea that gained attention and since it was
only used in bearing faults, in this paper, the method was tested on a planetary gear train. As
shown in Table8, the VI-CNN method has 97.74% accuracy. With the current research and
limited availability of experimental equipment, the simulation of MSC ADAMS alone gave an
accuracy of 100% for both the training and validation sets and 92% accuracy for the test set for a
Planetary Gear Set with microcracks of 20 µm in length. Therefore, this VI-CNN based method
can be applied to detect microcracks in PGT systems but since microcracks are difficult to detect
from raw vibration signals and additional step of wavelet denoising using MATLAB was added
to extract key vibration features that was not done in the original VI-CNN study.
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8 - CONCLUSION

Planetary Gear Trains are widely used in place of fixed-axis gearboxes due to PGTs large
power to weight ratio. However, PGTs are prone to failure much similar to regular gearboxes
and fault detection in PGTs have become a challenging tasks over the years. Several robust
machine learning algorithms have been able to classify various types of gear defects and bearing
faults in planetary gears with over 90% accuracy but cracks in the micrometer ranges have not
been studied in PGTs despite its potential to form unnoticed and eventually cause failure in many
industrial applications. Planetary Gears also have an issue of sun gear faults being neutralized or
amplified by planet pinion faults. This study proposed a novel Vibration-Image (Grayscale
Image) 2-D Convolutional Neural Network Algorithm that converts vibration signals in the
frequency domain into grayscale images to be used as input for the 2-D CNN machine learning
algorithm. Four types of faults namely healthy gear, sun crack, planet crack and dual sun-planet
crack were studied for microcrack classification accuracy and the results yielded 100%
classification accuracy for the training and validation sets and 92% for a new test set. Therefore
this Grayscale Image – 2D CNN algorithm is strongly suggested to be used with experimental
validation to be considered as future work.
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APPENDIX
Python Code for Conversion from Vibration to Grayscale Images
from PIL import Image
import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

from google.colab import drive
drive.mount('/content/gdrive')

#Reading Values from File

frequencies = []
amplitude = []
FILELINK = "/content/gdrive/My Drive/HealthyPGTGrayscaleImages/HealthyPGT.
tab"
with open(FILELINK) as filesource:
for line in filesource:
column = line.split()
frequencies.append(column[:-1])
amplitude.append(column[-1])

print(frequencies)
print(amplitude)
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#Convert String to Float

amplitude= np.array(amplitude)

amplitude_y = np.asfarray(amplitude,float)
print(amplitude_y)

#Grayscale image
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

x = amplitude_y[:12100]

#im = x.reshape((len(amplitude_y)-1),(len(amplitude_y)-1))
im = x.reshape(110,110)
plt.gray()
plt.imshow(im)
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